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Theory of cultural differences



A collectivist society is tightly integrated; an individualist society is
loosely integrated





The cultures which he labeled as masculine for maximal distinction between what men are expected
to do and what women are expected to do.  

Masculine – assertive, 
ambitious and
competitive, to strive
for material success

Feminine –
overloapping social 
roles for the sexes





The extent to which the less powerful person in a society
accept inequality in power and consider it as normal





Areas of difficulty

• Language experience (usually english)

• Homesickness/culture shock

• Educational experience

• Housing

• Social relationships

• Managing finances

• Fitting into student life



Mismatch of expectation and
behaviours between students and
staff and students and students



Academic cultures, new game, new rules

• All students find University HARD at first

• Some find it hard and STRANGE

• Some....hard, strange and in a new LANGUAGE

• A few...hard, strange and unacceptably WRONG



When I am in class and the professor asks questions and
we have to discuss, I never say anything. Often I think of 
answers, but I cannot express my ideas well, so I wait for 
someone to speak for me. I have never asked a 
question. The other students ask many questions and
even argue with the professor, I could never do that
because I do not think is the right behaviour. 

4th year med student



Student voices

• What do students find really different when they came here socially
and academically???

• What really helps them???

• What is/was unhelpful?

• What they would loke their teachers to now and do for them to help
them succeed?



Every student likes.....

• Pre-warming and pre-reading

• Handouts and gapped notes

• Llowing tape recording

• Native-tongue discussions of ideas

The less students have to think about the process, teh more they can
think about the content
















